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ABSTRACT
The nature of distributed multi-agent systems makes assuring their survivability under stress particularly challenging. However, the nature of distributed agent-based systems also brings the potential to address these particular challenges, and, indeed, to assure survivability to a degree beyond that possible in non-agent-based architectures. This extended abstract synthesizes a paper detailing approaches that are rooted in the essential properties of agent software architectures to assure the survivability of distributed agent-based systems. Specifically, the paper describes efforts under the DARPA UltraLog program to formulate a survivability argument based on properties of agent architectures. This extended abstract truncates many details from the original; interested readers are encouraged to contact the authors for the complete paper.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Introduction. The development and deployment of distributed multi-agent systems (DMAS) are accompanied by many challenges to the survivability of these systems. The distributed nature of the DMAS make them vulnerable to disruptions to network infrastructure and the unreliability of individual platforms. However, the very nature of agent-based architectures and applications, particularly their autonomous, anonymous nature, provides capabilities that may support and assure survivability of DMAS.

The DARPA UltraLog has provided an opportunity to investigate, enhance and assure survivability of DMAS. [10] The mission of the UltraLog program is to assure the survivability of a particular distributed multi-agent system under very harsh warlike conditions. The results discussed in the paper are derived from the efforts under UltraLog to achieve this assured survivability.

The paper describes a set of capabilities, defenses and design/configuration patterns that constitute a methodology for designing and deploying DMAS that are intrinsically survivable in stressful environments. The elements of this methodology are rooted in several essential properties of agent-based processing. Further, the paper describes efforts to construct a survivability argument for this methodology.

Assured Survivability Definitions. We assume a given system (distributed, agent-based or otherwise) has a given function that it provides, and that the quality-of-service (QoS) for that function can be measured. [7] We define the survivability of a system as the extent to which the QoS of that function is maintained under stress. A system is said to survive a given stress if the maintained level of QoS is above some threshold defined as minimally acceptable. The stresses to which we refer are external events or causes that may serve to degrade the QoS of system function. These will tend to fall into categories of information attacks, loss of processing resources and increased workload.

Dimensions of DMAS Function. The paper suggests three general categories to span the space of properties of system function: Absolute (properties with an absolute character, that is, they may never be violated), Binary (properties with a binary character, that is, that they may be present or not present, and should be present as much as possible), and Partial (properties with a partial character, that is, they may be wholly, partially or not at all present, and should be as much available as possible).

Properties for Distributed multi-Agent Systems. The approach taken by UltraLog is to devise and deploy defenses and responses to stresses and attacks that enable it to maintain an assured degree of function in the face of these stresses and attacks. Our claim is that in order to construct such defenses and responses we may and indeed should build on particular properties intrinsic to typical distributed agent-based architectures. [5]

UltraLog is built on the Cougaar (Cognitive Agent Architecture) framework [2]. As such, it rests on the general processing and architectural characteristics of Cougaar, including a component-based architecture and agent-internal blackboard construct.

The paper describes a set of properties of distributed agent-architectures from which UltraLog has constructed its defenses against stresses, namely: Anonymity, Public API, Mobility,
Dynamic Capability Discovery, Autonomy, Task Orientation, and Composability.

Methodology for Assurance of Survivability Properties. The paper details different defense strategies against the classes of stresses and attacks. These defenses described fall into categories of: Prevent (place barriers in processing or configuration to deter particular attack or stress types), Detect (determine that a particular attack or degradation has occurred), Contain (work to keep the degradation associated with a particular attack or stress from affecting other agents or processing tasks) and Recover (work to return processing and capabilities to a prior, uncompromised state). The paper discusses that some defenses that can be implemented entirely at the infrastructure layers, while others require cooperation between the infrastructure and application layers.

Assurance Argument Approach. The paper presents, in this section, a general claim for survivability of an UltraLog-based DMAS, an assurance argument supporting this claim, and the evidence needed to support the different sub-assertions made in our argument. Our basic strategy is to first lay out the logical framework of the argument, and derive from this framework a set of properties that of a DMAS that can be measured. Critically, for us, this set of properties is intimately bound into the agent nature of the DMAS. Using this approach, we can show that the characteristic properties of agent technology allow us to quickly build survivability claims for DMAS.

The claim for which we argue is as follows: a DMAS built using the above methodology of deployed defenses supports survivability against a given threat model to a predictable degree. We argue that in order to achieve survivability of a predictable degree against a given stress model, it is both necessary and sufficient to construct a given DMAS according to this methodology.

Necessity. The paper describes how, in order for the above claim to hold, it is necessary that defenses against the given stress types be constructed in patterns of Protection, Recovery and Adaptivity.

Sufficiency. The paper argues that in order for a DMAS to exhibit a degree of function against a particular stress model that is predictable, it is sufficient for it to be designed and deployed as described. A general stress model is defined as a probability distribution that a given level of hardware availability and a given work load will be present in the system at a given time. We have, in such a model, a nominal tiling of stress regions over the resource-workload space and a probability of being in one of the regions. The set of metrics and sensors within a given UltraLog-based DMAS will enable it to determine where it lies in this grid. Adaptive mechanisms allow the system to modify its behaviors to change the realized QoS based on the current stress level. Once the system adopted a particular group of settings across the agents, the system will operate within measurable bounds of QoS. We thus have a particular QoS that can be measured that the system will exhibit in each block in the grid representing a given stress model. The aggregate QoS exhibited by the system against that stress model is given by the probability-weighted sum of the individual QoS in each block, that is,

$$QoS_{SystemAggregate} = \sum QoS_i \cdot P_i$$

Supporting Evidence for the Argument. The paper describes the next steps towards providing evidence that a particular DMAS, in this case the UltraLog prototype, actually exhibits those properties. The evidence that the UltraLog DMAS satisfies our survivability claim falls into three broad classes. First, UltraLog can supply Survivability cases, analogous to traditional Safety cases, that support the claim that all threats in the threat model are covered by the given defenses. Second, UltraLog includes software documentation of the architecture showing the details of each defense and how if implemented correctly it will reliably provide defense and/or recovery from the given class of stresses. Third, we must have the empirical evidence of tests and measurements that the DMAS architectural features are implemented correctly. The UltraLog program performs broad quantitative assessment of the survivability of its specific military logistics DMAS, applying a variety of stresses individually and in aggregate, and measuring the effects on the system via the defined measures-of-performance. These types of evidence are quite lengthy and detailed, and available at [10].
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